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I was deeply touched by this game. I was left crying at my desk by this soft, yet emotional experience. I want to see more
"games" like this.

This game is definitly for grown-ups, as it is mostly an emotional experience. I really respect those kind of games and I really
want to see more of this kind of games.. dont get it. Hinata <3. You need to have strong nerves to play this game :D. nice game,
very unique ideas, will keep playing...

even though its early access, still a lot of fun, and looks like developers do updates so worth keeping an eye on ...

combat has a lot of action, there are weird mechanics that took a while to get used to, but very new and interesting gameplay...

looking forward to learning more and the updates.. I can assure you from personal experience that you will find more pleasure
eating a 5 gallon bucket of broken glass then you will playing this game.
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ha ha

tiddies. This game is rather special... in a confusing & erratic, but catchy way nonetheless.

Story:

The AR-K is a futuristic, super-clean & high-tech environment (like a city) that runs on a mysterious power source (in this
chapter of the game it is revealed what kind of power source & how this is achieved...).

The main character (Alicia) is back... with a broken leg - ouch! She somehow got herself stuck in some dump (which really
happens to be an underground hidden sector of the AR-K universe - gasp!).

Her trustworthy & dependable friend "Franky" also happens to be in the neighbourhood, and helps her along the way (through
use of a PDA).

Characters:

Alicia (the protagonist - a framed ex-cop & student of journalism - who finds herself stuck some place underground in this
chapter)

Franky (a walking & talking "swagger" bull - originally belonging to what is referred to as the "Valerian race" - used to run a
burger joint, until he ended up underground along with Alicia)

Grigor (lives underground, and ends up helping Alicia & Franky escape)

UI\/mechanics:

Pretty simple, point & click style navigation. Simplified inventory (click, drag, combine items), but runs awfully slow when
actually clicked... and dragged. Feels like a total drag (unintentional pun right there...).

The game progression consists mostly of some intuitive play & trial & error, with some help from Franky (by clicking his
portret first, and then point-clicking any interactable surface).

This game is most suited for players of a curious nature who like embarking on a journey without having to follow strict
guidelines (the objectives are pretty blurry - there's no journal to keep track of progress or anything of the like).

I often times had a vague idea of what needed to be done (due to hints dropped by the subcharacters), but wasn't quite sure how
to reach a specific goal.

So players who prefer methodical, linear gameplay could potentially feel stressed by this, as you're dumped somewhere and
expected to find out things on your own (with a weee bit of help from the sidekick, but that's about it!).

Though there is a map button that helps you get where you need to be without having to run around (though, IMO - it's
preferable if you do walk, because you might tend to overlook certain details otherwise).

Character design & game graphics:

Alicia's physical design is... annoying. Her body is okay, but the way they styled her is flat out irritating, because 99% of the
time she appears to have her generously shaped bosom up in the air, right in your face, whenever she walks. And whatever she
wears apparently HAS to be ultra thin, super clingy 100% spandex, juuust so every line & curve of her body is visible and up in
your face!
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Because there's no other type of fabric in the world, right? And Alicia is obviously very fond of super skinny size, which really
has her looking cheap.

It's anything but flattering and simply annoying - BUT, definitely an improvement from what she looked like in chapter 1.

Regardless of this, I do like her witty & acrid sense of humour (it is refreshing!).

She's quite headstrong & feisty and loves to explore. If she's told she can't do something, she'll go ahead and do it anyway.

She may appear obnoxious at first (especially in the first chapter), but overall, she's mostly an independent-natured girl who
likes her freedom and is not afraid to enjoy herself. She's not exactly conservative ;).

It is heavily suggested that Alicia is very bright & smart, but her potential isn't really displayed in-game.

There were often 3D cinematic cutscenes after completion of puzzles, which unfortunately got the game to freeze up almost
every single time (without crashing though). The cutscenes were mostly unnecessary, yet enticing at times. In the end I think it
didn't really add that much value.

The game could have done without!

Dialogue:

Oh gee. Where do I start? Well, it's rather awkward & repetitive - almost always with a witty twist though. You just get a typical
list of things to ask, and ask away till you're out of questions.

There are some spelling & grammatical mistakes though (it does help to know the developers are hispanic, and assuming their
mother-tongue is different from English, this could explain the oddities - to a certain degree - in this regard).

Unfortunately, dialogues sometimes felt erratic due to faulty scripting (I always play with subtitles, and at times the subtitles
didn't match what was being said by the characters, or what was said didn't make sense at all).

Conclusion:

I dropped 1, skipped 2, but finished 3, because the game mechanics were simplified in this chapter (though still aggravating due
to sluggishness, but playable nonetheless).

Thanks to the inclusion of a visual synopsis, I was able to catch up on what had formerly taken place in chapter 1 & 2 without
having to play them.

If you're planning on playing the first 2 chapters, you'll want to keep a guide at hand though, just to avoid any unnecessary
frustrations in regard to game progression and gameplay.

Finally, I think AR-K does have a special endearing feel to it (story-wise), so in the end I liked it :).. So is this game dead? Did
they stop updating it? What the hell is going on!. Zoom Player is nice and very good player for using zipped files and folders If
you want to play or view your files without you unzipped them. I like to zip my files in order to easily organize and backup and
also save some free space on hard drive.
You can get it with discount sale price if you like purchasing new things on your Steam profile. And also I like easy setup and
easy installing process of Steam. I also want to see free lifetime upgrades, editions, new functions, abilities and more.. 10/10 i
cant say anything else. I actually enjoyed the game. Sure there's only spiders and two legged demons only in the game but a fun
first person shotting game.
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